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This is a Mega Talk!

!





Happy to take a few 
questions at the end of 

each section 



We need to think 
beyond Layer 2s
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“Use a Layer 2”





REASON 1

Security



l2beat.com/scaling/risk





If you sold your house, which L2 
would you store the money on?

QUESTION



REASON 2

Horrible UX





Fragmented 
liquidity

REASON 3



l2beat.com/scaling/tvl









Composability

REASON 4



academy.shrimpy.io/post/what-is-defi-composability-an-introduction-to-money-legos





Network Effects

REASON 5





Two-sided marketplaces



More users

More liquidity

More developers

More 
composability



Pretty soon we will see a 
few winners emerge





Segment by security



Winners have one job:

DON’T GET HACKED



Does that mean this whole L2 
adventure is a waste of time?

?



Not at all



Many innovations will 
feed back into L1



Sharding + State rent



OPTITRUM



The next crypto 
summer will be…
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Mobile First





Smartphone 
penetration 

2021



+ +







Apple takes a 30% cut





+



Two phones



What can we do?



ethosmobile.org



Decentralised App Store



Islands of data



youtube.com/watch?v=uUvfAbidO8c

(link at owenbarnes.com)



To make people want to use 
an Ethereum phone…



Open protocols
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“Is crypto over?” 

“Will it ever come back?”



We’re not done until…



eBay  
Airbnb 
Twitter 

Uber / Lyft 
Rightmove / Zillow 

Deliveroo / Door Dash



are replaced with 
decentralised 

Open Protocols



Early on, everything was 
an Open Protocol

IMAP

TCP/IP

SMTP

DNS

POP



Multiple Backends Multiple Frontends

SMTP 
POP 
IMAP



Multiple interfaces









teleport.xyz



trip.dev





Insurance

Recommendations

DMs

Dispute 
resolution

Client AppsReviews



Composability + 
Open Protocols = 
Build horizontally



Beyond Dapps and Code - WebSummit 2018 
youtube.com/watch?v=66M3FyOOzTc



Let’s use the blockchain for 
what it’s actually good for
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:( 

Blockchains are 
terrible at most things 



Not Private 
Costly 
Use more power 
Complicated



So why use one?



Permissionless 
Censorship Resistant



Perfect for hostile 
environments

🔥



Neutrality 



Airport
Airlines

Support 
Companies



Why not run it on





Transparency 



DoinGud.com 
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One day all charities and 
public institutions will 
run on the blockchain

PREDICTION



Private 
Individual

completely 
private

completely 
transparent

vs
Public 
Institution 



Staking + Slashing 



Stay for 
free

unsplash.com/photos/EUzxLX8p8IA



Testdrive a new job

unsplash.com/photos/GJogrGZxKJE



Transparency 

Neutrality 

Staking + Slashing 



Try before you buy

unsplash.com/photos/GJogrGZxKJE

Try 
before 

you buy

unsplash.com/photos/XbwHrt87mQ0



Let’s get creative!



Web3 companies need 
to understand emotions
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“Why should I use 
your blockchain?”

“Because we have the 
best technology!”



Pros & Cons
Rust 

WASM 

Lower fees

No EVM 

No liquidity 

No tooling



Decisions are always made 
emotionally, not rationally







People buy things because 
they believe it will make them

Feel Better



So what influences 
our emotions?



Don’t like the founder

Can’t understand it

Bad design/UI
Sleazy vibes



We can’t care about 
something we don’t 

understand



Filecoin vs Arweave



vs



Peace of mind



Make sure your product is 
easy to understand

RECOMMENDATION



Think how people will feel 
using your product

RECOMMENDATION





But what if nobody 
cares about your 

product…





Clueless things Web3 
companies do
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when nobody wants to use their products



Advertising



Thoughtless Swag

Another Crypto
Startup.xyz



Enforce stupid metrics

Write three blog posts a week 

Tweet once per day



It doesn’t matter how many 
blog posts you write if 

nobody wants to read them!



Go Corporate



Grants



Public  
Goods

You don’t want to 
use us, but here’s 

some money!



Developers are smart!



If they want to use your 
chain, they will!



How do you make 
people care?
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Vision & Values

Focus relentlessly on 



Vision expands

Values 
contract



Vision: Build the biggest burger 
business in Berlin



Values: It must be vegan!



Customers          Fans





Company         Movement



People work for free!



unsplash.com/photos/9_vTvPP1E30



Think big!



We need to change the 
economics of software
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Web2 apps



Supabase 
$25

Expo 
$99

Cloudinary 
$25

Vercel 
$20

API Glue

API Glue

API Glue
API Glue



Web3 apps



web.archive.org/web/20140810104221/https://www.ethereum.org









Supabase 
$25

Expo 
$99

Cloudinary 
$25

Vercel 
$20

API Glue

API 

API 

API 

Audits 
$100k?

Legal 
$100k?



Great opportunity for L2



You’ll probably have to 
raise money…



Grants  
Angels 

VCs



Or do you?



Can you get revenue 
from day one?



The magic power of 
Building In Public



@levelsio





serendipity.lol



@0xSigil



The main reason startups 
need to raise so much?



Full-time employees



Web3 companies should 
embrace multiple jobs
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Why?



☀❄
CRYPTO 
CYCLE

Raise at 
crazy valuations 

Hire too many, 
too quickly“Busy work”

Layoffs



It doesn’t have to 
be like this!



Full-time mindset



It’s what VCs expect



😐



It’s what many 
employees want



Secure 
Committed 

Company retreats 
Sense of identity

Full-time



Most creative jobs 
should not be full-time



Why?



Creativity comes from 
multiple inputs!



Multiple sources of 
income





Rent / mortgage 
Car payment 
Insurance 
Spotify 
Vacation 
Side-project SASS costs 

Full-time job 

EXPENSESINCOME



Psychological Shift

🧠



So how should it work?



1. Tell the world



2. Pay a monthly stipend

(thanks to Michiel mf for this idea!)



3. Micro-commitments
(ideally max two weeks out)



😬



Jealousy, 
possession and 

insecurity



“How do I know 
they’re committed?”



Be committed to 
vision and values not 

companies



When is full-time a 
good idea?



1. Legally responsible 
2. “Head of” positions 
3. Visa reasons



Better for employers

1. Fewer salaries to pay 
2. Less money to raise 
3. More new ideas



opolis.co



Stay tuned…



TalentLayer.org



We need full-stack 
decentralisation
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Centralised 
RPC Services





Not everything needs 
a blockchain!



Not everything needs 
a blockchain!

global state and timestamping



Consensus  
Messaging 
Storage



waku.org



ethswarm.org



gun.eco



urbit.org



uqbar.network



holium.com



Composabile Primitives

Presence Wallet Community





Free pseudoanon name and PFP!

~locruc-fonmec



Ethereum in 2014  
=  

Urbit today



What is big today may 
not be big tomorrow
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“Whale Chain”



“If anybody’s going to make 
our products obsolete, I 

want it to be us.”
Steve Jobs







But what is the 
next big language?



We simply cannot 
ignore AI
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Draw Things 
app on iOS



metaphor.systems



text-to-figma.com 



Golden Age of AI



No regulation



No product placement





What has this got to do 
with Web3?





youtube.com/watch?v=I2ZK3ngNvvI



Existing paradigm



if when while switch 

class super this loop end

index.ts



No no no



Eventually all bytecode 
will be written by AI

PREDICTION



No unit tests 
No integration test 

No audits 
No hacks



Anyone can make a dapp



Someone, somewhere 
is working on this

owen@owenbarnes.com



And finally…





THE END



I want to work with 
people who do the 
right thing when 
nobody is looking

@temporalwave 

owenbarnes.com


